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Ladislaus Pyrker, archbishop of Erlau, 1829

Restitution status: Return to the heirs has occurred

Categories: Paintings / Oil Paintings

Object Data

 

Artist

Danhauser, Josef (1805-1845)

Museum

Belvedere

Inventory Number

4030

Description

Painting, oil on paper and cardboard, oval, on the reverse at the lower edge: blind-stamped '(H. Lobmeyr)/Ladislaus Pyrker' and in pencil: '1001,
602'

Height

32 cm

Width

26 cm

Motif

Portraits

Period

1st half of the 19th Century

Provenance Data

 

Former owner according to museum / collection

Kolb, Alice and Arnold

Provenance

Purchase from a private collection

https://www.kunstdatenbank.at/files/content/inhalt_der_kunstdatenbank/objekte/belvedere/Ladislaus_Pyrker.jpg
https://www.kunstdatenbank.at/files/content/inhalt_der_kunstdatenbank/objekte/belvedere/Ladislaus_Pyrker.jpg
https://www.kunstdatenbank.at/search-page/artist/danhauser%20josef%201805%201845
https://www.kunstdatenbank.at//detail-view-museum/belvedere


Provenance according to museum / collection

Estate of Ludwig Lobmeyr - Wawra estate auction 1917, 243. KA - Auctionhouse Dorotheum Vienna 1940 - private ownership Vienna 1946

Committee

Art Restitution Advisory Board

Pendency

The art restitution case is closed.

Recommendation

The committee in charge has recommended if possible to restore the art or cultural object, if owners or their legal successors can be established.

Committee in charge

Federal Ministry for Arts, Culture, Civil Service and Sport

Decision

The body in charge has decided to restore the art or cultural object to the owners or their legal successors.

Implementation

The art or cultural object was restituted to the owners or their legal successors.

Annotations

In its meeting of October 3, 2008 the Advisory Board unanimously reached the following decision: The Advisory Board recommends to the
Federal Minister for Education, the Arts and Culture that the portrait from the Belvedere be handed over to the legal successors of Alice Kolb.
The aforementioned portrait is listed in the file and designated with ?Collection Alice and Arnold Kolb?.The painting was handed over to the
heirs on August 5, 2010.
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